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        The approach to Asher's villa, had been slow and tedious. Leah felt a 
  resurgence of the doubts which she had had about the wisdom of the trek 
  from Jerusalem. It had been Michael's idea and it had come from out of the 
  blue, just two days after the evening visit of Malachi Judah. Whatever had 
  been said between him and her husband, she didn't know. There had been 
  no appreciable change in Michael on the following day, but she knew that he 
  had slept very little during the night following the visit. It was on the second 
  day, when Michael had suddenly suggested that it was high time for them to 
  return to the villa. Leah had raised immediate protests.
        "We moved to the Secretariat because it was almost impossible to co-
  ordinate  the  administration  from the  other side  of Jerusalem, It will  be ten 
  times worse, if we're marooned out in the hills and have to rely on one or two 
  shuttle trips a day - quite apart from the fact that it won't be long before we 
  won't even have them, when the power packs are exhausted. It just is not 
  practical, Michael!"
        His eyes were more alive  than  she had  seen  them since  his  return 
  from the battle. He grinned.
        "As logical and as beautiful as ever, my darling! Just for this once, let's 
  do something rash! We'll even go by donkey, if that will calm your conscience 
  about using the shuttle - although I think some of the older women won't be 
  all that enthusiastic!"
          "Neither will  this younger woman - especially if she has to carry the 
  baby!"
        "Mary the mother of Jesus managed - and I'm sure you will as well!"
        "What's happened to you, Michael? You're - different!" 
        "I don't know - but whatever it is - don't complain about it."
          "Believe me, I won't - but I still can't understand this compulsion to go 
  back to the hills."
        "It IS our home, my darling - surely you want to see whether it's still 
  standing!"
        "Of course - but what if it isn't? What if we can't live there - then we 
  would have made the journey for nothing."
        "Then - we will turn round and come back to Jerusalem! Of course, if 
  you don't want to go, I could always go by myself!" 
        "I didn't say that I didn't want to go, but we have to be sensible! What 
  about the Administration - there's work to be done."
          "Delegate!"
          "There are some things I can't delegate."
          "Then, I'll help you!"
        She stared hard at him. He grinned at her, it appeared that the clouds 
  which had smothered him, had lifted. Her heart began to beat a little faster. 
  She whispered.
        "I'd  like  that, Michael.  I want you  to help  - and  then, when you  are 
  really well, to take up the reins."



          "Then, it's agreed? We go back to the villa tomorrow?"
        She nodded and capitulated.
        "If you think we should."
        Early on the following day, the household set out on a small convoy of 
  donkeys. First, it was necessary to cross over the great gash the earthquake 
  had left between Jerusalem and the eastern hills. After that, they began the 
  climb up the steeper slopes towards Asher's villa. 
        It was an eerie feeling to wind down the side of the chasm opened up 
  by the earth tremor. Leah kept thinking of the passage in Zechariah: 

        'On   that   day   his   feet   will   stand   on   the   Mount   of   Olives,   which   is 
  opposite Jerusalem to the east, and the mountain shall be cleft in two by an 
  immense   valley   running   east   and   west;   half   the   mountain   shall   move 
  northwards   and   half   southwards.   The   valley   between   the   hills   shall   be 
  blocked, for a new valley between then shall reach as far as Asal'.

          Through the rubble strewn bed and then up the further side, it was as if 
  they moved out  of the  known  and  comfortable  world  into  something  alien, 
  something which had stayed hidden for countless thousands of years before 
  the earthquake had torn open the smooth flanks of the Mount of Olives and 
  had left this ugly scar.
        The slow amble into the hills brought them back on to more familiar 
  territory. Here and there, were traces of the old Pod markers which had once 
  guided them, to and from the Holy City, during countless journeys through the 
  centuries of the Kingdom. Those journeys had taken only a little more than 
  thirty minutes - the duration of the bumpy ride on the slow moving donkeys 
  promised to be much greater. 
        Leah   had   wondered   why   she   had   stubbornly   insisted   on   keeping 
  Michael  to his joking suggestion. It was certainly not a comfortable  way to 
  travel   from   point   'A'   to   point   'B',   but   there   was   a   degree   of   challenge   in 
  Michael's remark, which had stirred a response: It had been the way Mary 
  had travelled with Jesus. It had been that way when Joseph had fled with his  
  family into Egypt and it had been by this method that they had retraced their 
  steps to settle in Nazareth.
        She could hear the muffled complaints of some of her attendants. They 
  were too used to luxury, they were a product of easier times - this would have 
  been the first occasion when they would have travelled any distance without 
  the aid of a Pod or a Shuttle. She told herself it was a good exercise for them. 
  Difficult   times   were   ahead,   times   which   would   test   their   patience   and 
    endurance. Michael was riding slightly ahead with two of the men who helped 
  in the house. Luke wasn't with them for once, he had been left in charge of 
  the Secretariat. 
          Michael looked back at her and grinned cheerfully.  Leah's heartbeat 
  quickened. He looked so well, the drawn, grey colour of tension had gone, he 
  sat alert and vigorous. She wondered again, what Malachi could have said to 
  him, to have prompted such a miraculous recovery. She had put a rein on her 
  curiosity, sometimes it was advisable to leave well alone. 
          "You're very quiet, my darling!"
        "I'm concentrating on giving the baby a smooth ride!"



        "Let me have him for a while."
        "I don't think that would be a good idea."
        "It was you that insisted on the donkeys!"
        "I'm glad you didn't suggest camels!"
        "Now! There's something to think about!"
        "I wouldn't bother!"
        "Never mind, it's no more than another two or three kilometres."
        "I am suitably encouraged!"
        He grinned and then laughed aloud. He nudged the donkey round and 
  urged it to catch up with the leaders. 
        The  prediction  of two or three  kilometres increased  to six or seven. 
  Leah gritted her teeth and tried to look as if she was enjoying the experience. 
  It was a relief when they came to the end of the private road which led to the 
  estate and turned to pass through the wide entrance pillars, which marked 
  the boundary. She was a little surprised to find that they were still standing 
  and her heart lightened a little. She had fully expected to be confronted with a 
  wrecked house and she wasn't quite sure how she would react. 
        Her relief was short lived - there had been substantial damage to the 
  old structure. One wing was practically demolished, where the ground had 
  quite  simply slipped  away from under  the  foundations.  The  main structure 
  looked intact, except for some of the upper stonework which had fallen. She 
  halted the little donkey besides those of Michael and the two servants and 
  tried to shut her ears to the exclamations of distress from her women. She 
  made her voice unemotional.
        "It looks quite a mess."
          Michael nodded, the resurgence of good humour had evaporated.
        "I'm beginning to be sorry that I made the suggestion to come home. It 
  would have been wiser to have sent a survey team first."
        Leah responded briskly.
        "We haven't got people to spare - we live here - it's up to us to put 
  things right where we can - and where we can't - we leave well alone!"
          Piotr, John and Rachel had already slid down from the backs of their 
  mounts and looked ready to dash off to explore. She turned to her ladies.
          "Sisters!   I   want   you   to   stop   the   lamentations   and   make   sure   the 
  children don't venture anywhere where they could get into trouble. Perhaps 
 one of you could take care of Adam?"
        One of the younger women stepped forward. Leah handed down her 
  son and then dismounted. She patted the donkey - the little beast had done 
  well, it hadn't been its fault that its anatomy hadn't fitted hers. She looked up 
  at Michael and found him staring at the wrecked wing.
        "We can't do much about that side of the house - perhaps we'd better 
  take a look at the rest - before it gets too dark to go back to Jerusalem - that 
  is, should it prove necessary."
        He dismounted and stood beside her.
        "I must say, you're very calm about finding our home in ruins."
        "I expected it to be worse!" 
        They   walked   across   the   garden   in   front   of   the   main   entrance   and 
  picked their way through blocks of building stone which had tumbled from the 
  roof level. Michael eyed the upper part dubiously.



          "This really isn't a very good idea - something could come down an 
  brain us at any moment."
        "Just as long as the children keep out of harms way."
        Leah stood at the bottom of the flight of steps, where Asher had so 
  often greeted his guests. She remembered the time when Joel and Marcus 
  had arrived after so many years. It had been the first time she had met her 
  cousin face to face - she remembered, she had thought he was a stuffshirt 
  and   had   gone   out   of   her   way   to   imply   that   he   was   too   old   to   carry   the 
  luggage. She smiled a little sadly. She would never stop  missing Marcus and 
  they had been happy days - then, she had thought herself to be so much in 
  love with Joshua. How things had changed in such a short time.
        She and Michael walked up the steps together and entered their home. 
  Inside, there was a lot of disorder but little  damage. Furnishings had been 
  shaken   around   and   were   out   of   place,   but   the   structure   seemed   sound 
  enough. They went through one room after the other and finally, came to the 
  large room which had been the gathering place of so many dignitaries in the 
  time of the Kingdom. It too seemed to have escaped the full wrath of the earth 
  tremor - but appearances were deceptive. 
        She walked  to  the windows which  opened  out onto the  pride  of the 
  house, the great balcony which had been built out over the deep valley, by 
  Mordecai,   Asher's   father.   Marcus   had   once   described   it   as   a   place   for 
  reflection, for dreaming dreams, especially when the night was dark and the 
  stars were the only light.
        The  balcony was gone. Just beyond  the window, was an ugly gash 
  where the paving ended, she looked to the right and the left and saw where 
  traces of it still remained, fragments attached to the house walls. It was then, 
  that she began to weep. Michael took her in his arms and stared over her 
  shoulders at the damage. She regained control and drew back from him. 
        "I'm being stupid, Michael! We should be happy that something is still 
  left of the house - others have nothing. One thing is for sure, nothing can be 
  done about the gallery. We must close off all access to it, to make sure the 
  children don't get into trouble."
        She moved resolutely away from the window and marched through the 
  rest of the rooms towards the garden entrance. She paused at the top of the 
  short flight of steps leading down. The paving was cracked and the garden 
  looked   generally   unkempt,   but   that   was   because   of   lack   of   attention.   For 
  some reason,  she  felt  the  urge  to  look  at Asher's  grave.  If that  had  been 
  damaged in any way, she would have turned round and insisted on returning 
  to Jerusalem. Michael  followed her, he was wise enough to know that she 
  had to work out the impulse to assess everything.
          Asher's grave was in one of the lower levels of the garden, protected 
  by trees and high shrubs. It had been  intended to be a private place. His was 
  one of many graves. His father and mother had been laid to rest centuries 
  earlier - they had been Survivors and had not lived beyond the third century 
  of the Kingdom. It was also the grave site of Elena and her child.  
        As they stepped  around  the  last curve  in  the  path, they stopped. A 
  solitary figure was kneeling in front of one of the mounds of earth. It's back 
  was towards them and was crouched low on its heels as if bowed in prayer. 
  Leah touched Michael's arm to restrain him from moving forward. At the same 



  time, the figure turned, realising  that someone had interrupted the privacy. 
  Leah whispered incredulously.
          "Feodor!"
        The man got to his feet, his clothing was in tatters. He stood without 
  moving towards them, waiting perhaps, for rejection. Michael moved forward, 
  hesitated   and   then,   the   two   men   clutched   each   other   in   welcome.   Leah 
  waited until they separated. Feodor took her in his arms and kissed her on 
  the cheek. All three were crying. Michael managed to say.
        "We thought you were dead - how CAN you be alive."
        Feodor forced a smile.
          "You can't kill off a mad brained Cossack that easily. I can only answer 
  you by saying that I am only still  alive with great difficulty.  I ought to have 
  died ten times over!"
        "I can see you have a story to tell us - "
        Leah interrupted.
        "How did you get here? The last we heard, you were in the Caucasus 
  Mountains and surrounded by hostile forces."
        Feodor nodded.
        "That was true enough, we had been overrun in the Ukraine, we fought 
  desperately,  but Malenski  sent some of his most seasoned - and savage - 
  troops against us. I lost touch with Alex Barenkov - until then, we had fought 
  a combined campaign. I suppose you have no idea of what happened to him? 
  I thought not - I suspect he's dead, just as I ought to be dead. I had good 
  men, we had trained together and we knew how to look after each other, we 
  ought to have been overrun, but we kept moving, deeper and deeper into the 
  mountains, avoiding  the enemy patrols and striking  them when we could. I 
  think we were a nuisance to them until the end. We tied down quite a number 
  of their units. 
        To cut a long story short, we were down to three of us and surrounded 
  by about three hundred - and then - and then, the comet came. It was so light 
  that we couldn't use darkness as a cover, so we were forced to shelter in 
  caves. It was as well that we did - I think you can guess what happened when 
  the hail of fire came. The three of us were safe enough, but we could hear 
  their screams - I still hear the screams!
          When the firestorm has passed, we waited - and then, we ventured out 
  and what we saw made us physically sick. We got out of the area as soon as 
  possible. It was comparatively easy, although there were still  groups of the 
  enemy about. It wasn't until much later that we realised that all the fight had  
  gone out of them. At first, we avoided them, we made our way south, down 
  into   Anatolia  and   close  to   the  mountain  of   Noah  -   what  do  they  call  it?   - 
  Ararat. It was there that the three of us went our own ways - a bit like Noah's 
  sons, each in a different direction. The other two didn't have my interest to 
  head to the south.
        I didn't walk all  the way here  - Cossacks hate walking!  I watched a 
  shuttle  standing  in  a  field,  for  three  days.  Nobody seemed to  own  it,  so  I 
  'borrowed' it and it brought me into the north of Israel. After that, I thought it 
  was too conspicuous, so I landed one evening, close to Mount Hermon and 
  took to my legs once more - and here I am!"
          Michael shook his head in wonderment. 



          "One of these days, you will tell us the full story."
        Feodor looked at the graves.
          "Only if you will allow me to stay, Michael."
        Leah protested.
          "Where else can you go, Feodor!?"
        He shook his head.
        "I don't know - not back into Russia, that's for certain. Incidentally, on 
  my way from Hermon, I walked to the mountains which skirt the edge of the 
  Plain of Esdraelon. No one took a great deal of notice of me, they were too 
  busy shifting the dead - or what's left of them. I can tell you this, much the 
  same conditions apply wherever I have travelled. Gog's Horde was singled 
  out no matter where they were - retribution was complete. For this reason, I 
  won't be going back to my home at Kharkov. 
        On my journey south, I met some who had come from that area. When 
  you   share  a   fire   at  night,   people   talk  and   they  told   the   story  of  what  has 
  happened all  over Magog - Remember, Magog was to receive a fire storm 
  just   as   much   as   Gog.   Michael,   you   identified   Magog   as   southern   Russia, 
  Anatolia,   Greece   and   the   islands   and   the   coasts.   I   have   seen   what   has 
  happened to Magog with my own eyes - and it was confirmed by what the 
  travellers told me. There is no place left for me to go in that direction.
          There's   something   else,   in   earlier   days,   when   we   were   still   fighting 
  Malenski, some of my own men managed to get through to me from Kharkov. 
  They told me what Malenski's men did to my home, when they finally broke 
  through the defences. They pillaged it and they gutted it - it's a burned out 
  wreck."
        He paused and swallowed.
        "The same men told me what they did with my horses - my stallions 
  and breeding mares, even those in foal - they butchered them for the sheer 
  savage delight of doing so - and left their corpses to the birds - No! I have no 
  desire to go back to Russia!"
        Leah   gripped   his   arm.  She   remembered   the   joy  he   had   had   in   his 
  horses - how she and Marcus had seen him exercising them on the rough 
  ground close to his home. Feodor went on.
        "All I have left is here - a memory - "
        He pointed to Elena's grave.
        "A dream that could  never come to  realisation  - but it is all  I have, 
  other than these rags."
        Leah said firmly.
          "You have us!  You have a home! You will  share ours until  the time 
  comes when Our Father decides it is enough!" 
        Feodor looked at Michael.
        "Is that your wish too, Michael? We parted in anger the last time we 
  stood here, I was in a white-hot rage because you had guaranteed Malenski's 
  safety - I had a lot to say - I doubt if you will want me to stay!"
          There was a scamper of feet, John raced around the curve and then 
  stopped dead at the sight of the trio. Piotr followed and nearly collided with 
  him.   He   paused   and   then   raced   past   John.   The   boy   threw   himself   into 
  Feodor's arms. The Cossack staggered a little and then lifted him in a bear 
  hug. Piotr hung on his neck.



          "Uncle Feodor - is it really you - are you going to live with us."
          Feodor's   tears   were   flowing   unchecked.   He   looked   over   the   boy's 
  head. Michael was grinning from ear to ear.
        "I think that makes the invitation unanimous, my friend - our home is 
  your home - for as long as you wish."  
        They returned to the house. Piotr wouldn't let go of Feodor, it was as if 
  he   imagined   that   he   would   vanish   if   he   did.   The   servants   who   had 
  accompanied them from Jerusalem, had already started to put the place into 
  order. Adam was wailing lustily, Feodor grinned at Michael.
        "That is additional surprise - my congratulations to you both!"
        "He was born on the night the comet appeared. I would say that ours 
  was one of the few households in Jerusalem to ignore it!"
        Later in the evening, they shared a meal together. When it was over, 
  they talked over times which would not return. Michael gestured to the room 
  around them, now illuminated by the flickering lights of oil lamps, which had 
  been resurrected from some dark cellar where they had been in storage for 
  centuries.
        "It seems that we are the proof of the theory that history tends to follow 
  a circular course. Man progresses, his empires are built and they fall, and 
  those   who   remain,   return   to   the   basic   existence   of   their   ancestors.   The 
  luxuries we took for granted in the time of the Kingdom are gone - now we 
  have   to   use   the   methods   of   our   ancestors   to   give   us   light   and   heat.   In 
  Ezekiel, we are told that we will use the wood of the weapons of the enemy 
  for seven years, to fuel our fires. Instead of plentiful electricity, we must use 
  oil from the olives for lighting.
        I   think   of   the   many   men   who   have   sat   around   this   table   over   the 
  centuries. Some were humble men, others were elevated by the Firstlings to 
  be great men to serve the community in the time of the Kingdom. Now, we sit 
  here, our Kingdom is shattered and our power is spent. The Administrators 
  can no longer function. Now, all we have left, is to wait in patience."


